
From: Karen Matthews
To: Karen Matthews
Subject: FW: Flagged as Probable SPAM Please vote NO on Vaccine Mandate
Date: January 25, 2022 5:39:15 PM

From: laurence mulcahy < 
Sent: January 25, 2022 12:36 PM
To: District Administration Centre Manager <DistrictAdministrationCentreManager@sd68.bc.ca>;
Charlene Mckay <Charlene.Mckay@sd68.bc.ca>; Greg Keller <Greg.Keller@sd68.bc.ca>; Jessica
Stanley <Jessica.Stanley@sd68.bc.ca>; Chantel O'neill <Chantel.Oneill@sd68.bc.ca>; Elaine
Wilkinson <Elaine.Wilkinson@sd68.bc.ca>; Tania Brzovic <Tania.Brzovic@sd68.bc.ca>; Stephanie
Higginson <Stephanie.Higginson@sd68.bc.ca>; Bill Robinson <Bill.Robinson@sd68.bc.ca>
Subject: Flagged as Probable SPAM Please vote NO on Vaccine Mandate
 

CAUTION: External Message

 
Dear School Board,
 
As a stakeholder I would like to urge you to reconsider and vote NO on the SD68 mandate for
Covid vaccination for all employees.
 
Although it is glib and fashionable to dismiss any concerns as “antivax”, it is truly inaccurate.
Please do not allow an educational forum like yours to write off or tarbrush any flags raised.
 
I, like many others, represent a spectrum of opinions, but we are united in resisting  a jab on
anyone via coercion or extortion to hold a job.

People have many reasons for their stance.
 
I will list a few :

1/   With 2 or 3 jabs now, many people still have Covid and can spread it just as easily as non
jabbed. So why jab? And Omicron is considered milder than a flu and abating.
 
2/  The Canadian Bill of Rights endorses immunization as non compulsory and Brian Peckford,
currently a BC resident who crafted this with Pierre Trudeau's seal of approval, says "That’s a
full stop!" . “Demonstrably justifiable” is a red herring.  Demonstration was never patently
forwarded in debate form to Canadian society, nor was the justification.
 
3/ the Nuremberg Code forbids experimental treatment to unwilling subjects.  Yes!…it is
experimental since it’s authorization is only emergency, and not fully approved. These
injections are still in phase 3 of the required 4 phase trial process. Most vaccines take 5 to
10yrs to come to market. Many fail animal experiments. However these jabs did NOT have
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animal experiments and in truth all who take them are lab animals.
 
4/ The Open VAERS website in USA officially reports side effects. To date, over 22,000 deaths
have been reported with these jabs, many within 1 week, many within 1-2days.  Over 30,000
disabling injuries reported. Over 1million side effects reported. These are facts. Visit
https://openvaers.com/ You may say that many millions of doses were given which is true, but
combined adverse events exceeds the total of all other vaccine events recorded in USA
history. Many events go unrecorded due to the bother involved etc., and a cautious "under
reporting factor" of “x 30” suggests a genocide has occurred, when you multiply the above
numbers.
 
5/ The studies of these genetic injections provide no long-term risk information, since they are
little over 1yr old. Who knows what the risks are to anybody? Nobody in this case.
 
6/ Who bears liability for any side effects? Nobody. Not the manufacturer nor the
government, since “you consented to emergency use drug” ….and by coercion/extortion in
many cases.
 
The recent variant transmits among everyone, regardless of vaccination status. Healthy people
have only mild symptoms. Vaccination, even with the booster, has very limited capability in
stopping virus transmission. A similar conclusion has been reached by CDC's research:
"vaccinated people seem to transmit Covid19 similarly to unvaccinated people". Thus, the
virus will continue to be transmitted. It is impossible to contain or eliminate this virus or any
other respiratory virus. It is evident, at this stage entering the third year, that vaccines
developed to combat the previous variant cannot stop the spread.  That alone makes a
mandate inappropriate and unnecessary, raising serious ethical and legal questions.
 
Mounting evidence points to serious risks from exposure to the Covid19 vaccines. That is why I
believe that the question of whether anyone should receive this vaccine must be answered
individually, in consultation with a medical professional, rather than by school board.
 
Considering new data on the virus and the vaccine, the school board may very well cause
disability or death by imposing vaccine requirements, and it will have to bear the
responsibility.
 
I would like to kindly urge you to vote NO on the mandate.
 
I, and many others who are silently oppressed from retribution fears are not “anti vax” .  We
know they have saved many. These particular jabs however have the concerns as outlined
above, and people must have autonomy.
 

https://openvaers.com/


Allow freedom and informed consent!
 

L. Mulcahy
Nanaimo
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